
Adaptation Notes: This lesson is written for students working on written choices, choices 
on a full board, or closed questions with options. However, it can be adapted for the three 
separate stencils by changing the options given so that both options begin on the same 
board or you can provide the choices on paper and supply the necessary board to spell 
them out. For students working on dictation, you can reword the questions to be 
statements and then practice spelling the key words. Bolded questions are only for 
students working on open communication.  
 
Writing is a beautifully diverse and colorful way to express ourselves and our feelings. 
While there are many types of writing, poetry is one particularly expressive way we can 
share our thoughts, imagination, and emotions.  

● What type of expression are we discussing today? (poetry or essay) 
● What do you think of when we talk about poetry? 

 
Generally, we think of poetry as figurative - it talks about something in a creative way 
and may have many interpretations.  

● Let’s practice spelling FIGURATIVE. 
● So when we say figurative, we mean it is real or an idea?  
● Can you think of an example of something figurative? 

○ If the student struggles to come up with an example, supply the example, 
“I’m dying of hunger.” When someone says this, they’re not really dying 
but you get the idea that they’re really hungry. Can you come up with 
another?  

 
You might have heard of some examples of figurative language such as metaphors, 
similes, hyperbole, and allusions. These literary devices all go beyond the literal 
meanings of the words to give readers new insights.  

● Let’s practice spelling LITERAL.  
● What is one example of figurative language?  
● Do you think the use of figurative language makes writing more interesting 

to read? Why or why not?  
 
On the other hand, alliteration, imagery, or onomatopoeia are figurative devices that 
appeal to the senses of the readers. 

● The goal of these devices are to appeal to the reader’s _______. (thoughts or 
senses) 



● Pick one device to practice spelling.  
 
Today we will focus on imagery. Most people remember imagery because it is similar to 
image or something we can visualize or see.  

● People think of imagery as appealing to which sense? (vision or smell) 
 
Imagery actually means to use figurative language to represent objects, actions, and 
ideas in such a way that it appeals to our physical senses.  

● What is another sense besides vision or seeing something? (cold or hearing) 
 
Read the following examples of imagery carefully (give extra attention to the 
underlined words and the secondary line is the answer): 
*adaptation note: In general,  give 2 choices for each example (e.g. for the first, “is this 
an example imagery appealing to sight or smell?”). You can also create a choice board 
with 5 choices: smell, sight, hear, taste, touch so the student can practice using more 
choices.  

● It was dark and dim in the forest. 
Answer: The words “dark” and “dim” are visual images. 

● The children were screaming and shouting in the fields.  
A: “Screaming” and “shouting” appeal to our sense of hearing, or auditory 

sense. 
● He whiffed the aroma of brewed coffee. 

A: “Whiff” and “aroma” evoke our sense of smell, or olfactory sense. 
● The girl ran her hands on a soft satin fabric.  

A: The idea of “soft” in this example appeals to our sense of touch, or 
tactile sense. 

● The fresh and juicy orange is very cold and sweet. 
A: “Juicy” and “sweet” – when associated with oranges – have an effect on 

our sense of taste, or gustatory sense. 

 
 
 
 
 

https://literarydevices.net/figurative-language/


 
To work on visual tolerance, try this diagram and have the student point to the category 
as you describe it:  

 
 

● Select each category and give one example from it (do as many as your student 
can tolerate - provide choices if necessary). 

 
We use imagery because it helps the reader experience the poetry versus just reading 
someone else’s idea.  

● Which of these sentences uses imagery? (the student can practice 
tracking/reading the sentences and pointing to them or can respond with A vs B.) 

 
A. The ball rolled down the hill.  

 
B. The smooth, red ball rolled quickly down the grassy, green, steep hill.  

 
This month, we are having students write poems about Spring! We are looking for good 
examples of imagery that help us really experience your perception of Spring. Students can 



write one sentence or many stanzas. If needed, you can also co-write the poem by giving 
the basic outline and having the student fill in the adjectives/adverbs. 
 
For more examples of imagery: https://literaryterms.net/imagery/  
 
If you want to submit your poem to be posted on facebook and/or published in our April 
newsletter, please send it to contact@unspokenthoughtsllc.com with the subject: April 
Submission. Include your name and a picture of yourself or something related to your 
poem.  

https://literaryterms.net/imagery/
mailto:contact@unspokenthoughtsllc.com

